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1. Operating Principles

The sensor of the HCM is an iron membrane, generally in the form of a helically

wound tube, the inner surface of which has been oxidised to form an iron

oxide film. When immersed in the liquid sodium, preferably in the temperature

range 500-650°C, the outer surface of the membrane will rapidly achieve the

same carbon activity (a,,) as the sodium and carbon will diffuse through the

iron. When the carbon reaches the inner surface it reacts with the iron oxide

to form CO and C0? which are swept away by a flow of inert carrier gas. Thus,

<xr at the inner surface of the membrane is maintained close to zero. In this

way there is produced across the membrane a carbon activity gradient. The

rate of diffusion of carbon through the membrane and the resulting flux of

CO + COx are directly proportional to a_ at the membrane outer surface and,

by the same token, directly proportional to a in the sodium. The rate of

production of CO + C02 is measured continuously by passing the carrier gas

through an analytical unit.

2. Details of Analytical Unit

The heart of the Analytical Unit is a Flame Ionisation Detector (FID). This

analytical device was selected firstly because it is very sensitive to traces

of compounds containing C-H bonds and secondly because its sensitivity is

virtually specific to such bonds. However in case of the HCM the gas being

studied contains carbon in the form of CO and C09 rather than C-II bonds;

therefore a catalytic reduction process (using a ruthenium catalyst) converts

CO + C02 to CH. before analysis. The analytical unit and the efficiency of

the catalyst are periodically checked and calibrated by injecting CO at a known

rate into the eystem through a calibrated leak. A simplified flow diagram is

shown in Fig 1.

Means are provided for re-generating the oxide film periodically by passing no

air through the membrane tube at its operating temperature. Under normal HCM

operating conditions this regeneration is required only at intervals of several

months; however if the sodium under examination contains high hydrogen levels

regeneration may be required more frequently. The need for regeneration is

normally indicated by a rapidly falling output from the FID. If this is

observed re-oxidation for a few seconds will quickly reveal whether the fall

in output is due to a genuine fall in cu. If not, a longer re-oxidation for

a maximum of 3 minutes will build up the oxide film to a satisfactory thickness.

The calibrated leak is calibrated before installation by a gas chromatographic

technique, the primary standard being a dose of carbon monoxide at a known

pressure from a fixed volume. There has been no evidence for a deterioration in

the calibrated leak during long periods of operation; any fall in the apparent

output from the calibrated leak has always been associated with a deterioration

in the FID performance and when the FID has been cleaned the apparent output

from the calibrated leak has returned to its normal value.

3. Automatic Operation

Early models of the HCM incorporated manually operated gas valves but the

current models make use of air operated valves actuated by magnetic valves.

This opens up the possibility of fully automatic operation of the day-to-day

mnning of the HCM , i t s calibration under microprocessor control and the

automatic processing and recording of the data. Such a system is now in an

advanced state of development, i t makes use of a Commodore PET coirmuter J> !

interfaced to the HCM via a MOUSE* module. ^
o:
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"MOUSE (Microcomputer Organised for Users) is a microcomputer in the standard)
Harwell 6000 series of modules which provides a number of ways for users to
incorporate microcomputer based data acquisition control and data processing
facilities into the 6000 series systems.



In the f irs t stage of the operation the gas leaving the membrane of the

first of two HCMs is valve d td the FID. The signal from the FID (converted

to frequency by a Voltage-to-Frequency-Converter) i s continuously examined by

the PET/MOUSE system. When the signal has stopped drifting (the permitted

rate of drift can. be selected via the PET keyboard) i t is recorded and

simultaneously the HCM membrane temperature (also converted to frequency) is

also recorded. If the FID signal continues to drift after a predetermined

time the signal i s recorded but a note is made that i t is 'unsteady'. The

programme now valves-out the first membrane, valves-in the second membrane

and repeats the process of recording the FID signal. The third stage in the

process is to valve-in the calibrated leak, thus giving a calibration of the

analytical unit. Finally the zero reading of the FID system is determined

with both HCM membranes valved-out.

This cycle ( i . e . Membrane 1, Membrane 2, Calibrated Leak, Zero) i s

repeated continuously under computer control with a cycle time of, typically,

2 hours.

The programme calculates ou (HCM), displays i t on the PET VDU, and

records the data in more detail on, for example, a printer. A simple

addition to the programme would enable i t to multiply. a,,(HCM) by the cat ibra-
see Section 14) C

tion factor F (given by equations "., 5 anii 6 / thus converting the results
to <x_ (Nickel Tabs).

Test Facilities

HCMs have been tested in a number of sodium facilities at UKAEA establishments,

at Harwell (AERE), Risley (RNL) and Dounreay (DNPDE).

(a) Stirred pots (Harwell)

Two stainless steel pots (capacity 1 litre and 2 litres respectively)

were built into the floors of inert gas glove boxes. Each pot was fitted

with a flanged lid (scaled with '0' rings and oil or water cooled) through

which two or more HCM membrane tubes entered via stand pipes. A heater

external to each pot controlled the sodium temperature in the range 500-750°C

and the sodium was stirred inductively by means of an oil or air cooled

stator of a three phase motor surrounding the pot and furnace. The carbon 93

level in the sodium could be changed by means of carbon sources (carbon

steel rods) or getters (zirconium foil) inserted after removal, of the

flanged lid in the glove box.

(b) Sodium loop (Harwell)

A pumped 'isothermal' sodium loop (capacity ** 60 litres, flow rate — 5 litres

minute) was fitted with two HCM membrane tubes installed through flanged

standpipes into a test section comprising a vessel — 1 8 cm diameter,

-— 120 cm long. A means of varying the carbon level in the sodium (carbon

steel rods in a by-pass vessel which could be valved into the main sodium

flow) was provided but not used; there was no provision for cold trapping.

Tests were carried out at 585°C.

(c) Sodium loops (Risley)

Field t r ia l s on HCMs have been carried out by A. Thorleyet al using

two loops, Rig 4 and Rig 7,

Rig 4 has a capacity of <^12 litres and a flow rate of —

0°C in/ a test

2 litres min ;

the IICM was operated in the range 490 C - 750°C in/ a test section, and the

cold trap was typically 130°C.

Rig 7 has a capacity of --20 litres and a flow rate of •~ 5 litres min" ;

in this case the HCM was operated at 650°C and the cold trap has been as

low as 105°C.

(d) PFR primary circuit (Dounreay)

Two HCM membrane coils are installed in the primary circuit sodium pnol

of PFR reactor. They are subjected to the flowing sodium as it leaves the

reactor core but before it reaches the IHX. No separate provision is made

to control the temperature of the sodium in the region of the membranes.

Operation as a carbon meter is therefore achieved only when the temperature

of the reactor sodium is high enough (i.e. above ~ 480°C); the temperatures

of the membranes are measured by a number of thermocouples in their vicinity.

Details of this HCM installation and the provision for replacing failed



membranes (a facility which it has not yet been necessary to use) are

described elsewhere (The Harwell Carbon Meter; Engineering Aspects of its

Installation in the Primary Circuit of PFR. AERE R.8296).

5. Calculation of the Meter Output

If it is assumed that the mode of operation of the HCM is as described

in Section 1 i.e. that the rate controlling process is the diffusion of carbon

through iron, then the carbon activity <x is given by

aC
W 1 1 . F(M)
V * A ' DS * .(1)

where W is the atomic weight of carbon (12)

V is the gram molecular volume (22400 cm )

t is the thickness of the membrane (0.025cm)

A is the membrane area (cm )
2 -1,D is the diffusion coefficient of carbon in iron (cm s~ )

S is the solubility of carbon in iron (gm cm" )(note'unusual units)

L is the calibrated leak rate (cm sec" )

F(L) is the FID reading from the calibrated leak} arbitrary

F(M) is the FID reading from the HCM ) units

This is generally simplified to

ac = K A • Fa) (2)

where K = f . ± 12 x 0.025
22400 DS

Consequently K cannot be calculated accurately. Fig 2 shows the range of (jj

values of K calculated from the extreme values In the literature for D and S. Also

shown is the relationship between K and temperature assumed for the HCM calibration.

This particular relationship was selected somewhat arbitrarily early in the

development programme on the HCM. In the absence of an up-to-date critical

assessment of the values of D andt S, and for the sake of uniformity, there

has been no attempt to revise this assumption with respect to K. An attempt

to overcome this difficulty and the uncertainty about K has been made by

calibrating the HCM with respect to nickel tabs, (see Section 12). It would

appear from this work that an accurate knowledge of K is not essential since,

at least at low values of a(;, the HCM does not operate in the ideal fashion

implied by Equation (l).

6. Membrane Design

In the case of the first membranes produced, the objective was to obtain the

highest practicable rate of diffusion of carbon through the iron, i.e. to make

the thickness t small and the area A large (equation l). This is conveniently

achieved using commercially available mild steel tube of outside diameter ~ 0.3cm,

wall thickness 0.025cm. About 10m of such tube, having a surface area of
2

'"1000cm was formed into a helix ̂  5cm diameter supported on a slotted stainless

steel frame for the PFR carbon meter (in fact, two membranes were wound, as a

two-start helix, on the same former). Laboratory trials used a helix of *~ 10cm

diameter, containing ~̂ 6m of tube having an area of "-600cm and supported by

nickel wire.

These membranes gave performance^ which were more than adequate, provided the

operating temperature was not exceptionally low (as it was in PFR). Moreover

the performance of proprietary Flp units has progressively improved over the

years. Therefore there has been a tendency towards membranes of lower surface

area and the possibility of using a helix —2.5cm diameter, containing only
o

— 1.5m of tube, surface area.— 150cm , is being examined; this would give a

more compact sensor and also would make it easier to minimise any possible effects

of boundary layers (see Section 15 ).

Unfortunately the literature values for D and S cover a wide range and indeed

often have to be extrapolated to the temperature range of interest.

When membranes have been installed in pots or test sections which were provided

with flangcdlids it was a simple matter to carry the membrane tubes through



standpipes in the flange and, for example, to use 0 ring seals at the upper, cool,

end of the stand pipe.

The alternative has been to install HCMs in-line in existing loops. In this case

a 'Standard HCM vessel' has been used. This is a stainless steel vessel

•— 30cm long, ̂ --ncm diameter with domed ends, and, for ease of draining,it is

best mounted vertically. Sodium enters axially at one end and leaves at the

other (the direction of flow is unimportant) via tubes -~2cm diameter. The

vessel contains two HCM membranes, each consisting of 6-8m of tube, wound into

a two start helix -vlO cm diameter and held by nickel wire onto a stainless

steel frame; the membranes enter and leave the vessel through four standpipes

("-0.6cm diameter) at the upper end and are sealed into the standpipes by edge-

welds. Thermocouples and trace heating are provided.

7. Nature of the oxide film

WUstite (FeO) is reported-(see the Corrosion and Oxidation of Metals by

UR Evans, Pub. Arnold 1960) to be the iron oxide.stable on an iron surface at

above about 570°C; at lower temperatures Fe 0, appears to be the stable form.

We can only speculate at present as to what happens when carbon, diffusing

through the iron in the HCM, reaches the oxide film. Are the oxides of carbon

produced at the iron/iron oxide interface? If so do they penetrate the oxide

film via cracks and crevices? Alternatively does carbon (or oxides of carbon)

diffuse through the iron oxide lattice, finally to be released as gas at the

outer surface of the iron oxide;

8. Composition of the SweepGas

The flow-rate of the argon sweep gas is normally in the range of 30-60 ml sec

A HCM membrane immersed in sodium having an apparent carbon activity afi

(HCM) = 2 x 10" at 500°C gives a carbon monoxide concentration in the

sweep gas in the range 0.5 - 2 ppm. As similar concentration would be

given by sodium having an apparent carbon activity ou (HCM) of 1 x 10

at 630°C.

9. Operating Experience

The general reliability of components in the HCM analytical unit has been

satisfactory and the only major components which have needed significant

servicing or replacement are the pump providing compressed air for the FID 9b

and the FID electrometer.

Experience with the membranes themselves is as follows:-

Sodium Pots

Over the last six years there have been at least 4 HCM membranes

operating virtually full-time and for 3 of these years there have usually

been 6 membranes in full-time use. No membranes have failed. The

majority of membranes were in use for more than 12 months.

Sodium Loops at Harwell

Two pairs of membranes have been used at S85°C. The first pair

were a prototype design and were removed, without failure, after four

months. The second pair survived without"failure for 40 months and the

loop was then shut down.

Sodium Loops at Risley

One pair of membranes have been operated in rig 4 for 322 days at

620°C followed by 446 days at 500°C and there has been no failure.

In rig 7 three pairs of membranes have been used. The first pair

failed after 260 days at 635-640°C; failure was caused by severe

oxidation of the membrane resulting from air in leakage through a compres-

sion coupling, a feature which has now been eliminated. Of the second

pair, one failed within a few days but the others survived for 393 days

at 635-640 C. The precise site of failure, which was obviously quite

large, has not yet been positively identified but it appears likely that

it was in the stand pipe through which the membrane entered the vessel

and that it resulted from the difficulty of doing a weld in this situation

without damaging the membrane; the manufacturing method has now been

modified to minimise this problem. The third pair of membranes in rig 7

has been in use for 51 days without sign of failure.



10. Operating Temperature

The original intention was that the HCM should operate in the temperature

range 550-650°C. In practice the useful temperature range has been found to

o rather wider; detectable outputs have been observed as low as -v480 C ,

provided the membrane area is large (•vlOOO cm )t and some trials have been

carried out satisfactorily at 750°C.

11. Response Time

to
Theoretically the response time of a HCM/changes in a depends on

(a) the time required for diffusion through the membrane to adjust to a new

equilibrium rate and (b) the time required for the resulting changes in

composition of the sweep gas to reach the analytical unit.

The first factor can be estimated from the "characteristic time1 t given
2 2 **

fey *c = t /ft D> Equilibrium is approached exponentially with time but for

practical purposes it can be assumed that equilibrium is reached after a few

units of tc, say 4tc> Approximate figures for 4t are:-

Temp °C

4t_ mins

500 550 600 700

100 44 16 4

The second factor, the time taken for the gas to flow along the pipe,

depends on the flow rate and the length of the pipe. Under typical conditions,

with the flow rate 50 cc min~ , this time is only ~2 mins even when the pipe

is 25 metres long. This delay is therefore insignificant compared with that

caused by the rates of diffusion through the membrane, except at very high

temperatures.

Several experimental demonstrations of the response time have been

carried out. Fig "3 shows a typical example at 600°C. Firstly the carbon

activity in the sodium was increased considerably by introducing a number of

carbon steel rods into the sodium and it is seen that the HCM output increased

very rapidly. This part of the experiment is.shown on an expanded time scale

in Fig 4 and it is seen that the HOI required only about 50 minutes to respond

to the new level of ctc. The meter clearly responds rapidly to changes in

a.c but, since the net rate of addition of carbon to the sodium is not known,

the response time could not be determined accurately. Even if the unrealistic

assumption is made that the addition of carbon to the sodium resulted in an

instantaneous change to the new carbon activity then the apparent response

time is still no more than an hour or so; the calculated figures for 4tc

given above would imply even more rapid response. This speed of response

is perfectly adequate for monitoring purposes in sodium circuits in reactors

and loops.

Also shown on Fig 3 is the effect of reducing the carbon activity. This

was achieved by replacing the carbon source (carbon steel rods) with thin

strips of zirconium which acted as a carbon getter. As can be seen, there was

the expected rapid decrease in the HCM output. (The slight increase in the

HCM output which occurred even when the zirconium getter was introduced into

the sodium is a result of the accidental introduction of small amounts of

carbon-rich sodium compnunds when the sealing device at the top of the sodium

facility was disturbed.)

12. Calibration vs nickel tabs

It is clearly desirable to calibrate the HCM in absolute terms. This is

exceedingly difficult and the best compromise which it has been possible to

achieve in any systematic way so far has been to calibrate with respect to

nickel tabs. It is accepted that there are expe rimental and theoretical

difficulties in the use of nickel tabs which could result in their not giving,

in the strictest senee, an absolute determination of carbon activity. In

particular there are possible deviations from Henry's Law for carbon in nickel(particu-
larly

at low temperatures and concentrations )and the effects of trace impurities of

strong carbide-forming elements (e.g. Si, Ti, Zr); we believe that these effects

are trivial and we have some experimental and theoretical evidence that

as much as 400 ppm of titanium in nickel does not significantly effect the

behaviour of the material when used as a tab.

It may appear somewhat surprising therefore that the reproducibility of

results obtained using nickel tabs has rarely been better than a factor of 2 and

that there are a number of instances where reproduciyilty is even poorer. The

reason for this relatively poor reproducibility has not yet been identified.



Nevertheless our initial aim was to obtain a preliminary calibration curve of

the HCM vs 'absolute' carbon activities and non-reproducbility of this magnitude

is relatively unimportant. This objective has been achieved using nickel tabs

The tabs (either 50u or 125̂ . thick) were exposed to the sodium in close

proximity to the HCM membrane being calibrated. Exposure times (e.g., at 500°C,

5 days for 5O)i material and 30 days for I25u material) were always adequate to

ensure that the carbon level in the nickel was very close to the equilibtium

value; the carbon conditions in the sodium, as indicated by the HCM, were, held

as constant as possible during this period. After exposure the tabs were removed

from the sodium under conditions which ensured rapid cooling and the excess

sodium removed by washing with ethanol and water. The analysis of the carbon

level in the nickel was done by y activation and was organised by J. Hislop

(Environmental and Medical Sciences Division^; about 30% of the nickel was removed by

etching before the radioactivity level was measured, thus overcoming problems of

surface contamination. The carbon activity was calculated assuming that Henry's

Law was obeyed and that the solubility of carbon in nickel is that recommended by

Natesan and Kassner (Met Trans 4 2557 (1973).

13 Discussion of Calibrat ion Results

The ca l ib ra t ion factor F i s defined by

P = q(Ni)
a HCM) (3)

where <x(Ni) is the carbon activity determined by nickel tabs
(see Section \2)

and a(HCM) is the carbon activity determined by the HCM
(see Section 5)

F is plotted against oc(HCM) in Fig 5 (for 600°C) and Fig 6 (for 500-520°C).

Fig 6 shou's that F is quite low, generally in the range 1 to 5, over the

range of aHCM from 1 down to VLCf3, rising slowly as oHCM falls . Below aHCM

= 10 ~3 the rise in F is more rapid and F is as high as 15-25 at aHCM = 2.5 x 10 .

Fig 6 seems to show a similar behaviour at 500-520°C except that the 5/

increase in F occurs at rather higher values of aHCM. It may also be significant

that F has a greater tendency to be less than unity at 500-520°C than at 600 C.

I t must be emphasised that these conclusions are based on results which

show considerable scatter. In particular, at 600°C, there are four rogue

results indicating values "of F in the range 10-22 when aHCM is as high as

2 x 10~2 to 2 x 10" . It seems likely however that these rogue results are

caused by some aspect of the nickel composition, exposure or analysis which

so far has not been identified.

If these rogue results are ignored the picture is relatively clear.

The explanation of the results is however a matter for speculation. Firstly

i t must be said that values of F cannot be considered to be absolute; many

assumptions have to be made (e.g. diffusion coefficient of C in Fe, solubility

of C in Fe, membrane dimensions, solubility of C in Ni and i t s Henry's Law

relationship etc.) If the correct assumptions are made and if the mechanism

of operation of the HCM is as outlined in section 1, then F should be unity.

It i s gratifying therefore tha't often F i s close to unity especially at high

values of aC. This implies that the assumptions made are approximately correct

(or that the errors tend to be self-compensating) under these conditions; the

fact that F is often less than unity could be due merely to small errors in

one or more of the assumptions.

The two facts which need explanation are, firstly that F rises "exponentially"

as aHCM falls and secondly that the rise is more rapid at 500-520 C than at 600 C.

These points are discussed in Section l§.

14. Mathematical relationship between calibration factor F and a„
' • • ' " * C

An important objective has been to develop a fully automatic HCM operated

under microprocessor control and giving i t s output in terras of <x_(HCM). For

this purpose i t is useful to have available a mathematical relationship

between F and a-(HCM).

The experimental results at 500-520°C seem to follow an exponential

form and the 'least mean squares' relationship obtained was



F = 0.05 exp (-1.99 log1() a(HCM) ( 4 )

At 600 C the results, although s t i l l basically following an exponential

form, seemed to show a better f i t to a log-linear relationship above a_(HCM) =
O

0.003 but were exponential at lower values of a .
C

The two relationships are:-

F = 0.057 exp (-1.60 log <x (HCM)) above « (HCM) = 0.003 . . . . . (0)
1V/ L> C

and F = 0.046 - 1.29 IOK o-(riCM) below a_(HCH) = 0.003
1" 0 C

( 6 )

I t must be emphasised that those three relationships are strictly empirical

and i t is not implied that they have any theoretical or mechanistic significance.

i!>* The Controlling Mechanism

The operating principle of the HCM, as described in Section 1, assumes

that the rate controlling mechanism is the diffusion of carbon through the

iron membrane. This assumption i s almost certainly not s tr ict ly true.

Indeed, the fact that the calibration factor F increases rapidly when a (HCM)

is low could well be a result of a change of rate-controlling mechanism.

Nevertheless F is reasonably constant and fairly close to unity at high

ap(HCM) values and this probably implies that the rate controlling mechanism

under these conditions is , as assumed, the diffusion of C through iron.

We are looking, therefore, for an alternative rate controlling mechanism

which takes over when a_(HCM) is low; there i s also an indication (Section 13)

that the change in rate controlling mechanism occurs at higher a (HCM) values

at 500-520°C than at 600°C.

Some processes which might be rate controlling are discussed below;

the l i s t is not exhaustive^.

(a) Boundary layer diffusion. Diffusion of carbon-bearing species

from the bulk sodium, through the sodium boundary layer to the

iron-sodium interface must be a step in the overall process

Preliminary experiments in one of the sodium loops at Risley

suggest that this is not a rate controlling effect, with the

geometry and flowrate typically used.

(b) Surface reaction at the sodium-iron interface. There i s current

discussion as to whether the predominant carbon species in

sodium is monomer or dimer and how this predominance varies with

carbon activity, temperature etc. Presumably the dimeric form

has to dissociate at the sodium-iron interface before i t can

diffuse into the iron. However any"rate controlling effects from

this mechanism should be more important at higher values of a
C

(where presumably there is a greater tendency for the dimer to

be important) rather than the low a range; therefore this

mechanism does not appear to provide an explanation for the

increasing values of F in the low o range.
C

(c) Diffusion through surface layers. There is evidence from the

operation of HCM's in the sodium loop at Harwell that surface

deposition (of chromium and/or nickel compounds) can occur on the

surface of the iron membrane. However this is apparently serious

only when the sodium contains high oxygen concentrations, as it

did in this particular loop, since it was not provided with a

cold trap.

(d) Diffusion through the iron. Diffusion of carbon, presumably as

single carbon ions, is assumed to occur through the iron lattice.

The contribution of grain boundary diffusion, if any, is unknown.

Samples of iron tube of different sources and different impurity

levels give HCM outputs which are similar in magnitude,. However

occasionally significant and unexplained differences of a factor

of two or three are observed.

(e) Interaction between the carbon dissolved in iron and iron oxide.

The way in which this interaction occurs is, at present, a topic

of speculation.
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(f) Escape of oxides of carbon through the oxide film. We do not

know how this happens (see also Section 7) but presumably it is

most likely to become rate controlling when the rate of diffusion

of carbon to the iron/iron oxide interface is high, i.e. when <%„

is itself high. If this is true it would not provide an explanation

of the rapid increase in F at low values of a .

To summarise the deviation of the behaviour of the HCM from "ideal"

behaviour at low values of ot_ can be illustrated schematically and

qualitatively by figure 7.

For the system to behave ideally at least two conditions have to be

fulfilled. Firstly, a_ in the outer surface of the iron must be

exactly equal a in the sodium; secondly, cu in the inner surface of

the iron must be zero. In practice, because of the combined defects of

boundary layer diffusion, surface deposits and interface reaction, ct_.

in the outer surface of the iron is less than in the sodium, let us say

a c (Na) - A . Similarly, because of the interface reactions of the

iron/iron oxide interface, the difficulty of transporting oxides of

carbon through the iron oxide and because the carrier gas itself may

not be of zero carbon activity,' an in the inner surface of the iron will

be A instead of zero. Therefore the activity gradient through the

instead of a (Na); consequently theiron will be cu (Na) - A t

rate of diffusion, and in turn the HCM output will be reduced by the
ratio

(Na) - fo)

j and A are small this effect will itself be insignificant at high

values of a.,. A 1 and A will doubtless decrease as oc_ is decreased but

it is not difficult to imagine that they will decline relatively slowly

so that the effect on the ratio (equation 6) becomes progressively

greater as a~ decreases. This would have the effect that F would

increase as a_ decreases, as indeed observed. Ultimately when <xr (Na) -

A. +^o the output from the HCM would cease; this situation would of

course be approached asymptotically. The indication therefore is that

there may be a lower limit to the carbon activity which can be determined

by the HCM. The experimental figures for F suggests that this lower

limit is in the range 10~4 at 600°C to 10~3 at 500-520°C.
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